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The dHferential geometry of tangent bundles of Riemannian manifolds

studied by Sasaki [7J. Yano and Kobayashi [9J studied prolongation of

tensor fields and connections to tangent bundles. In the present note, we give

a brief sketch of the theory of prolongation of tensor fields and connections

to tangent bundles.

Let 1\:1. be an n-dimensional differenctiable manifold. Denote by T(M) the

tangent bundle over M and by rr: (TM) ->M the bundle projection of T(M)

(Manifolds, functions, vector fields, tensor fields and connections we discuss

are assumed to be differentiable and of class Coo.) For a function f in M,

we put fV = f· 71: and call it the vertical lift of f. Since the exterior differen

tial df of f is a I-form in M, df can be naturally considered as a function

in T(M), which is denoted by fC and called the complete lift of f. For a

vector field X in M, we define two vector fields Xv and XC in T(M) in such

a way that XVfC= (Xf) v, f being an arbitrary function in M, and exp XC=

d (exp X) . We call Xv and XC the vertical and the complete lifts of X,

respectively. For a I-form w in M, we define two I-forms WV and WC in

T(M) in such a way that WV(XC)=w(X)V and WC(XC)=w(X)C, X being an

arbitrary vector field in M. We call XV and XC the vertical and the complete

lifts of X, respectively. The following formulas are easily verified:

(fg)V=jVgV, (fg)c=fCgv+jVgc,

Cl) (fX)v=jVXv (fX)c=fcXv+jVXc,

(fw)v= fV(})v, (fuJ)c= fCu;!' +fVwc,

where f, g are arbitrary functions, X an arbitrary vector field and w an arbi

trary I-form, all in M. Taking account of tormulas (1), we can define in

ductively the vertical lift TV and the complete lift TC of a tensor field T of

arbitrary type in M by using the following formulas:
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(S(2jT) c=sc(2jTv+sv(2jTc

(S+T)c=sc+Tc
(2)

(Srg;T)V=SV(2jTV,

(S+T)v=sv+Tv,

for any tensor fields Sand T in M.

Given a pseudo-Riemannian metric g in M. Then its complete lift gC is

a pseudo-Riemannian metric in T(M) with n positive and n negative signs,

where dim M=n. If F is an almost complex structure in M, then its complete

lrtt FC is also an almost complex structure in T(M). The almost complex

structure FC in T(M) is integrable if and only if the almost complex struc

ture is so in M.

Let Cl be an affine connection in M. Then there is a unique affine connec

tion Cl* in T (M) satisfying Cl* XC ye = (C7x Y) C for any vector field X and Y

in M. We call Cl* the lift of Cl to T(M). The curvature tensor R* and the

torsion tensor T* of Cl* coincide with the complete lifts RC and TC respec

+:::-ely, where Rand T de~ote respectively the curvature and the torsion

tensors of Cl. For any tensor field T, we have the formula

(3) Cl*Tc= (I1T)C

Thus, 11* is the Levi-Civita's connection in the pseudo-Riemannian manifold

(T(M), gC), if 11 is the Levi-Civita's connection of a pseudo-Riemannian

metric g in M. Taking account of (3). we have I1*R*= (ClR)c. Therfore the

pseudo-Riemannian manifold (T(M), gC) is locally symmetric if the pseudo

Riemannian manifold (M, g) is so. (We can prove that (T(M), gC) is

symmetric if (M, g) is so.)

Let G be a Lie group with group multiplication p: G xG~. Then the dif

ferential mapping df.!:T(GxG)-->T(G) of i/ defines a group multiplication

in T(M) if T(GxG) is naturally identified with T(G) x T(G). Then T(G)

becoms a Lie group with group multiplication di/: T(G) x (T(G)-T(G)

and is called the tangent group to G. If Xi> "', X, are vector fields in G

which form a basis of the Lie algebra of G, then the lifts X/, "', X,V,

X1c, "', X,c form a basis of the Lie algebra of the tangent group T(G).

If (j) is the holonomy group of an affine connection 11 in M, then the tangent

group T«(j) to (j) is the holonomy group of the lift Cl* of Cl to T(M).

Generalizing the arguments above, we can develope the theory of prolonga

tion of G-structures to tangent bundles or those of higher order (Morimoto

[1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6J and Yano and Ishihara [9J).
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